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Learn Hindi Grammar Activity Workbook
This book consists of 210 word puzzles or wordies for Hindi. A wordie is a puzzle made
up of letters and pictures that represents a word or phrase. All puzzles in this book
represent a word or phrase in Hindi. The puzzles in this book are grouped into six
categories, one for simple Hindi words, another for some common Hindi phrases, a set
of Hindi proverbs, names of some places, some oldies -- phrases that were popular in
the past, and a group of Hinglish wordies. The Hinglish wordies use a collection of
English and Hindi letters to represent Hindi phrases. The book will allow children to
have fun with Hindi words, while learning new words, and figuring out the context for
several pictures in the words. It would be hours of entertainment to the learner as well
as an expert in Hindi.
"This activity workbook is the first in the series of two Activity Books designed to teach
the basics of Bengali/Bangla language to children located in English-speaking
countries"--Page [4] of cover.
Nursery rhymes, silly poems and funny songs are an essential part of learning a
language. To any child trying to learn a language, having access to a good selection of
such songs will be very helpful. This book is an attempt to provide such a collection.
More than fifty little poems are included in this book. The subjects include animals,
places in India, food, relations and even some nonsense verse.
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This book is a level 1 Hindi reader. Level 1 books help in developing Hindi vocabulary
and pronunciation skills for children who have some familiarity with Hindi script. This
book contains three stories. Each story consists of simple repetitive sentences with a
simple but interesting story line. On each page of the book, the topmost line provides
the sentence in Hindi. Immediately below it is the transliteration of the sentence in
English. If the transliteration line is read in conversational English, the pronunciation
would be similar to the one in Hindi. The line at the bottom of the page translates the
sentence in English. The book has three stories, one introducing Hindi names of
flowers, other teaching numbers and time, and the thid the Hindi names of some
common shapes. More information about the level readers is available at URL http:
//www.chandabooks.com
This is an ebook edition of the popular level 1 bilingual Hindi/English easy reader. The
level 1 easy reader introduces a beginner to read simple Hindi sentences. Each page in
the reader consists of a single Hindi sentence, followed by its English transliteration and
the English translation. The sentences have a lot of repetitive pattern making it easy for
a beginner to read along the story line. The books help to build beginning vocabulary in
Hindi. In this first book of the series, the character of Aamoo is introduced. Subsequent
books in the series introduce new types of words.
This book provides sheets that can be used to practice writing Urdu letters and words.
The different sheets provide dotted outlines of letters that can be traced to practice the
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alphabet. A wide selection of words are also provided to get familiarty with how letters
get combined in different words.
This book is a level 2 Urdu reader. Level 2 books helps in developing Urdu vocabulary
for people who have become familiar with Urdu script and have learnt a few basic
words. The book does it by means of interesting short stories. This book contains six
stories. Each story consists of small paragraphs with a simple but interesting story line.
Each paragraph is 1 or 2 lines to make it easy to follow. On each page of the book, the
top paragraph provides the narrative in Urdu. Immediately below it is the transliteration
of the paragraph in English. If the transliterated paragraph is read in conversational
English, the pronunciation would be similar to the one in Urdu. The paragraph at the
bottom of the page provides the English translation. In this book, the reader acquires
increased familiarity with Urdu while having fun following Tara, the heroine of the
stories, through her adventures.
This Activity Workbook provides some easy Hindi passages for students to improve
their comprehension of the Hindi language. This is suitable for someone who has learnt
the basic Hindi script and vocabulary and wants to practice reading small stories in
Hindi. Each story provides an interesting factoid about a famous legendary or historical
person from India. Each story is accompanied by a vocabulary list that provides the
meaning of any difficult word used in it. A few questions follow each story, which
include simple questions and answers as well as puzzles requiring word searches,
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pictorial answers and word finding puzzles. With this book, comprehension of simple
Hindi passages is obtained through fun and games.

This book is a bilingual Hindi and English easy reader. It introduces the names of
many different flowers in Hindi and introduces a fun fact about each of the
flowers.
Intended to increase the vocabulary of learners of Urdu who are familiar with
English and the Urdu alphabet.
Evolution Z - Stufe Eins! Ein Zombieroman im Stile von „The Walking
Dead“Nach einem dramatischen Flugzeugabsturz in der Wildnis von Maine
denken die Überlebenden des Augusta Airline Fluges 303, sie hätten das
Schlimmste überstanden. Captain Raymond Thompson organisiert die Gruppe
und bemüht sich um Hilfe, doch es wird schnell klar, dass es die Welt wie wir sie
kennen nicht mehr gibt. Alles scheint aus den Fugen zu geraten und niemand
weiß, wo die Katastrophe ihren Ursprung hat. Nur eine elementare Wahrheit wird
der Gruppe schnell klar: Machst du einen Fehler, bezahlst du mit dem Leben und
wirst wie "Sie"...Ein absolutes Muss für alle Fans von „The Walking Dead“!
This book teaches the Hindi or Devnagri alphabet to a child familiar with English
using a variety of puzzles, exercises and games. The letters are introduced by
Sir, a cute dog, who tries to make it fun to learn Hindi. Activities include coloring
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pictures, finding letters in alphabet soup, finding paths in mazes, and finding
matching letters. This is the first in the series of Hindi activity books that can be
used to teach yourself Hindi. This is ideal for children fluent in English to learn
Hindi language.
Do you want to communicate easily and freely in Hindi? Master Hindi grammar
and broaden your vocabulary with your very own Hindi Tutor. This contemporary
interactive workbook features 200 activities across a range of grammar and
vocabulary points with clear goals, concise explanations, and real-world tasks. By
studying and practising Hindi grammar you'll understand how the language really
works and be able to speak Hindi with clarity and ease. What will I learn? The
Hindi Tutor: Grammar and Vocabulary Workbook covers a comprehensive range
of the most useful and common grammar and vocabulary in Hindi. You can follow
along unit by unit, or dip in and dip out to address your weak areas. As you
progress, you will be introduced to new vocabulary and combine it with the
grammar to complete extensive exercises. You will then practice the language
through authentic reading and writing practice. You will achieve a solid upper
intermediate level* of Hindi grammar. Is this course for me? The Hindi Tutor:
Grammar and Vocabulary Workbook can be used as a standalone course or as a
complement to any other Hindi course. It offers extensive practice and review of
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essential grammar points and vocabulary and skills building along with an
overview of Hindi script. The personal tutor element points out exceptions and
gives tips to really help you perfect your Hindi. What do I get? This Hindi
workbook offers a range of clear and effective learning features: -200 activities
across a range of grammar and vocabulary points -Unique visuals and
infographics for extra context and practice -Personal tutor hints and tips to help
you understand language rules and culture points -Learn to learn section offers
tips and advice on how to be a successful language learner Twenty short
learning units each contain: -communication goals to guide your studies
-grammar explanations with extensive exercises -vocabulary presentations and
activities -reading and writing sections to consolidate your learning *This
workbook maps from from A2 Beginner to B1 Upper Intermediate level of the
CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) and Novice
High to Advanced Mid-level proficiency of ACTFL (American Council on Teaching
Foreign Languages) guidelines. Rely on Teach Yourself, trusted by language
learners for over 75 years.
This product is most effective when used in conjunction with the corresponding
audio support. - You can purchase the book and double CD as a pack (ISBN:
9781444106831) - The double CD is also sold separately (ISBN:
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9781444106930) (copy and paste the ISBN number into the search bar to find
these products) Are you looking for a complete course in Hindi which takes you
effortlessly from beginner to confident speaker? Whether you are starting from
scratch, or are just out of practice, Complete Hindi will guarantee success! Now
fully updated to make your language learning experience fun and interactive. You
can still rely on the benefits of a top language teacher and our years of teaching
experience, but now with added learning features within the course and online.
The course is structured in thematic units and the emphasis is placed on
communication, so that you effortlessly progress from introducing yourself and
dealing with everyday situations, to using the phone and talking about work. By
the end of this course, you will be at Level B2 of the Common European
Framework for Languages: Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity
that makes regular interaction with native speakers quite possible without strain
for either party. Learn effortlessly with a new easy-to-read page design and
interactive features: NOT GOT MUCH TIME? One, five and ten-minute
introductions to key principles to get you started. AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of
instant help with common problems and quick tips for success, based on the
authors' many years of experience. GRAMMAR TIPS Easy-to-follow building
blocks to give you a clear understanding. USEFUL VOCABULARY Easy to find
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and learn, to build a solid foundation for speaking. DIALOGUES Read and listen
to everyday dialogues to help you speak and understand fast. PRONUNCIATION
Don't sound like a tourist! Perfect your pronunciation before you go. TEST
YOURSELF Tests in the book and online to keep track of your progress.
EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE Extra online articles at: www.teachyourself.com
to give you a richer understanding of the culture and history of Hindi speakers.
Introduces the Urdu alphabet and script to those familiar with English through
games, puzzles, and other learning activities.
An essential part of learning any language is to practice writing its alphabet.
There is no better approach but write each alphabet multiple times. Tracing the
letters of the alphabet several times helps in acquiring the skill of writing the basic
alphabet. This book provides the sheets that can be used to trace and practice
different letters in the Punjabi alphabet using the Gurmukhi script. In addition to
the regular letters, the book also provides sheets that enable practicing the
writing of letters with matras, common Punjabi words, and some simple
sentences.
An essential part of learning any language is to practice writing its alphabet.
There is no better approach but write each alphabet multiple times. Tracing the
letters of the alphabet several times helps in acquiring the skill of writing the basic
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alphabet. This book provides the sheets that can be used to trace and practice
different letters in the Hindi Alphabet. In addition to the regular letters, the book
also provides sheets that enable practicing the writing of letters with matras,
common Hindi words, and some simple sentences.
This alphabet book is meant to introduce the Tamil (Tamizh) alphabet to children
in the U.S. and other countries who are more comfortable with English. This book
is divided into seven sections. In the first section, the alphabet chart of Tamil is
provided. In the second section, the vowels of Tamil are introduced. In the third
section, the consonants of Tamil are introduced. In the fourth section, the
Grantha consonants, letters borrowed from Sanskrit in Tamil, are introduced. In
second through fourth sections, each letter is introduced by means of a picture of
a Tamil word containing the letter. A reasonable approximation to pronouncing
the letter and the word in English is given. The English translation of the word
and the name of the letter is also provided. In the fifth section, the form of
different consonants when they are combined with different vowels are shown. In
the sixth section, the basic Tamil numbers are introduced. The final section
provides a simple overview of some rules for Tamil pronuniciation.
This activity book is one of a series of activity books designed to teach the
Punjabi language using Gurmukhi script to children located in English speaking
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countries. The objective of this activity book is to improve the vocabulary of a
student who has already learnt the Gurmukhi script. The approach used is to
exploit puzzles, mazes and exercises which require the student to recognize
different words in the language. Sample puzzles included in this book include
finding words in a maze, matching pictures to the corresponding words, arranging
words in a staircase, and filling in circles containing words and pictures. These
puzzles and activities increase the vocabulary of a student in a fun way.
This is an ebook edition of the popular level 1 bilingual Hindi/English easy reader.
The level 1 easy readers teach a beginner to read simple Hindi sentences. Each
page in the reader consists of a single Hindi sentence, followed by its English
transliteration and the English translation. The sentences have a repetitive
pattern making it easy for a beginner to read the story with ease. The books help
to build beginning vocabulary in Hindi. In this book, the names of various animals
are introduced as Aamoon meets them in his walk.
India has a rich cultural heritage expressed through the large number of festivals
celebrated across the country. This book introduces the spectrum of Indian
festivals using an activity book approach. The concepts are introduced using
activities such as matching exercises, crossword puzzles, and finding paths in a
maze. The festivals are arranged in chronological order, with the January
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festivals at the beginning of the book culminating with festivals that fall in
December. This book will be a good launching pad to introduce children to the
rich culture of India in a fun manner.
This is the first book in the series “India for Kids Activity Workbook”. The series
provides an introduction to a young modern country which has a very ancient
culture and heritage. Each book in the series consists of an initial section that
gives a broad overview of one aspect of India, followed by an activity section –
which consists of puzzles, games and others activities which help to remember
some key facts. This first book provides an overview to the states of modern
India, beginning with a broad overview of the national symbols of India and a
brief history of the formation of the states. This is followed by an overview of the
key aspects of each modern state, and a brief description of the Union
Territories. The last part of the book consists of activities like cross-word puzzles,
matching activities and quizzes.
This is an ebook edition of the popular level 1 bilingual Hindi/English easy reader.
The level 1 easy readers teach a beginner to read simple Hindi sentences. Each
page in the reader consists of a single Hindi sentence, followed by its English
transliteration and the English translation. The sentences have a repetitive
pattern making it easy for a beginner to read the story with ease. The books help
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to build beginning vocabulary in Hindi. In this book, Aamoo goes on a world tour,
visiting different relatives in different countries. Thereby he introduces the names
of many countries, as well as names of some relatives.
Bite-sized instruction and hundreds of engaging exercises to help you develop
your Hindi script, grammar, vocabulary, and conversation skills Get a solid
foundation in Hindi with Practice Makes Perfect: Basic Hindi. You will learn
everything from reading and writing the Devanagari script, to mastering of core
vocabulary, basic grammar, and conversational structures. You will get clear
guidance on writing the Hindi script; transliteration for all Hindi text in the first four
chapters; and online recordings of key vocabulary and expressions to aid correct
pronunciation.
Ausgezeichnet als "Bester Boulderfhrer: Deutschland" von bester-reisefhrer.de
Klettern und Bouldern an Bauwerken nennt man Buildering. Dabei handelt es sich
meist um ffentliche Bauwerke, an denen legal geklettert wird. Buildering ist eine
Mglichkeit, den stdtischen Raum fr mehr zu nutzen als Wohnen, Arbeiten und
Spazierengehen. Der Ansatz von Buildering ist, ausgewhlte Bauwerke, Brcken und
Mauern als Kletter- und Boulder-Spots zu nutzen. Einen besonderen Reiz bieten die
vielfltigen Strukturen und Materialien, die man greift. Udo Neumann (langjhriger DAV
Bundestrainer des deutschen Nationalkaders Bouldern) beschreibt die Attraktivitt von
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Buildering in seinem Kommentar wie folgt: Buildering ist fr jeden Kletterer eine
wertvolle Bereicherung und fr Menschen, die sich bis jetzt nur an ergonomischen
Plastik festgehalten haben, ganz besonders. Das Buildering oft an abgefahrenen Orten
stattfindet, an denen man sich sonst weniger aufhlt, macht die ganze Sache noch
besser!" Statt immer mehr Kletterhallen zu bauen, ist Buildering eine Alternative im
Freien, um den steigenden Zahlen begeisterter Sportler Raum zum Klettern sowie
Bouldern zu geben und dabei gleichzeitig die Natur zu entlasten. Durch ortsnahes
Buildering entfallen lange Anreisen mit dem Auto zum Fels, und der groe Ansturm von
Menschen auf die lokal meist begrenzt verfgbaren natrlichen Kletter- und BoulderFelsen kann entzerrt werden. Damit ist Buildering eine Alternative zu etablierten
Gebieten wie Frankenjura, Allgu, Pfalz, Elbsandsteingebirge, Eifel, den Felsen des
Rhein-Main Gebietes usw. Das Buch Buildering-Spots ist in zwei Teile unterteilt: Zum
einen enthlt es Informationen und Hintergrnde zur Sportart Buildering fr alle
Interessierten und alle, die es ausprobieren mchten. Dabei gibt es Kapitel zum Sport
selbst und seiner Geschichte, der Gesetzeslage, der Vorreiterrolle des Deutschen
Alpenvereins (DAV) sowie einen Kommentar von Udo Neumann, unterlegt mit Fotos.
Darber hinaus werden aktuelle Projekte und Chancen fr die stdtische
Sportentwicklung vorgestellt sowie Mglichkeiten, die zunehmende Naturbelastung
durch den Kletter- und Bouldersport mit Buildering zu reduzieren. Zum anderen ist das
Buch ein stdtischer Kletterfhrer, also ein Builderingfhrer, mit etwa 200 Buildering
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Kletter- und Boulder-Spots in 61 Stdten. Bis auf wenige Ausnahmen befinden sich die
Spots in Deutschland. Die Spot-Beschreibungen beinhalten Koordinaten, Adressen,
Beschreibungen, ggf. Routen inkl. Schwierigkeitsgrad und Bildmaterial. Zustzlich wird
auf verfgbare Videos der Spots und der Begehungen hingewiesen. Dabei sind nicht
nur Metropolen wie Kln, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Berlin oder Mnchen vertreten, sondern
auch untypische Orte zum Klettern und Bouldern wie Husum oder extravagante wie
Barcelona. berall finden sich Buildering-Spots. Dabei knnen die beschriebenen Spots
auch als Inspiration fr die individuelle Erschlieung neuer Spots durch andere Sportler
hilfreich sein, um geeignete Orte und Strukturen selbst zu erkennen und zu erschlieen.
Die Vielfalt beim Buildering zeigt sich an Spots wie einem Studentenwohnheim inkl.
Fassaden-Kletteranlage oder zentral in Innenstdten gelegenen Bunker-Anlagen mit
Kletterpark. Ein besonderes Highlight sind die Deep Water Buildering-Spots (DWS), die
es bereits in Hamburg, Mnchen, Frankfurt am Main, Wiesbaden und Paulsdorf bei
Dresden gibt. Zu den Stdten mit dokumentierten Spots gehren unter anderem:
Aachen, Bad Neustadt, Bamberg, Berlin, Bingen am Rhein, Chemnitz, Dietfurt,
Duisburg, Dresden, Emmering, Fehmarn, Frankfurt am Main, Freiburg, Freising,
Gttingen, Grfendorf, Hamburg, Husum, Karlsruhe, Kln, Krefeld, Leipzig, Mainz,
Mannheim, Mnchen, Mnster, Nrnberg, Paulsdorf, Passau, Steinfurt, Stuttgart,
Waiblingen, Weinheim, Wiesbaden, Worms, Wrzburg, Enschede, Innsbruck, Wien,
Glasgow, Blenio, Fribourg und Barcelona uvw.
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Want to learn Hindi with easy 3-minute lessons? Want to be able to greet others,
introduce yourself, make small talk and ask basic questions in Hindi? Then this
25-Lesson book is for you. You learn the most common and useful Hindi questions,
answers and phrases that are used in daily conversations. Perfect for Beginners that
want to start speaking Hindi. Here’s a sneak peek at the first 5 lessons: • Self
Introduction • Greetings and Farewells • Manners • Asking How Someone Is • Making
Apologies Wait! You also get a bonus book: You get the “Everyday Hindi for Beginners
- 400 Actions & Activities” book for free. Learn how to talk about your day - from
morning to night - and massively improve your Hindi. Learn 400+ phrases for daily
activities through 10 easy chapters. Before you go, remember to download the audio
here: https://goo.gl/A3zT9v Want to learn even more Hindi with a complete learning
program? Sign up for a FREE Lifetime Account at HindiPod101.com. You get access
the biggest library of Hindi audio and video lessons made by real teachers.
This is a bilingual Hindi and English reader which introduces many fruits with their
English and Hindi names.
This activity book is one of a series of activity books designed to teach the Tamil
(Tamizh) language to children located in English speaking countries. The objective of
this activity book is to improve the vocabulary of a student who has already learnt the
Tamil script. The approach uses puzzles, mazes and exercises which require the
student to recognize different words in the language. Sample puzzles included in this
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book include finding words in a maze, matching pictures to the corresponding words,
arranging words in a staircase, and filling in circles containing words and pictures.
These puzzles and activities increase the vocabulary of a student in a fun way.
This activity workbook teaches the concept of Hindi matras to a student who has
become familiar with the basic Devanagari alphabet. It is one of a series of activity
books designed to teach Hindi. It should be used after the completion of Learn Hindi
Alphabet Activity Workbook, and can be done before or concurrently with the Learn
Hindi Vocabulary Activity Workbook. The concept of matras and how they modify
different letters and sounds is introduced in this workbook. The student learns to
identify the different matras when applied to various letters through a series of puzzles,
mazes and matching activities.
This is an ebook edition of the popular level 1 bilingual Hindi/English easy reader. The
level 1 easy readers teach a beginner to read simple Hindi sentences. Each page in the
reader consists of a single Hindi sentence, followed by its English transliteration and the
English translation. The sentences have a repetitive pattern making it easy for a
beginner to read the story with ease. The books help to build beginning vocabulary in
Hindi. In this book, some common words for shapes in Hindi are introduced.
This alphabet book is meant to introduce the Bengali/Bangla script to children in U.S.
and other countries who are more comfortable with the English language. This book is
divided into four sections. In the first section, the basic vowels of Bengali are
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introduced. In the second section, the consonants of Bengali are introduced. In the first
two sections, each letter is introduced by means of a picture of a Bengali word
beginning with the letter. A good approximation to pronouncing the letter and the word
in English is given. The English translation of the word is also provided. In the third
section, the form of different consonants when they are conjugated with the vowels are
shown. For one consonant, the changes in pronunciation when conjugated with the
vowels is provided. This section provides the common variations of the letters in
Bengali. In the fourth section, the basic Bengali numbers are introduced.
An essential part of learning any language is to practice writing its alphabet. There is no
better approach but write each alphabet multiple times. Tracing the letters of the
alphabet several times helps in acquiring the skill of writing the basic alphabet. This
book provides the sheets that can be used to trace and practice different letters in the
Bangla Alphabet. In addition to the regular letters, the book also provides sheets that
enable practicing the writing of letters with matras, common Bangla words, and some
simple sentences.

This is a comprehensive and user–friendly elementary level Hindi textbook and
language learning package. This comprehensive guide to learning the Hindi
language teaches you basic proficiency in everyday, conversational beginner
Hindi. From learning to write the Hindi alphabet and pronounce its sounds, to
using vocabulary and grammar, to communicating in dialogues, your
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rapidly–developing skills in Hindi will surprise you. No prior experience is
necessary to learn Hindi with this book. The chapters cover many situations you'll
need to travel to India, read Hindi, write Hindi, and speak Hindi. Key features of
Elementary Hindi: The MP3 audio CD helps build reading comprehension and
ensures correct pronunciation. Reveals real life in India through the book's
characters, Deepak and Kavitha. Covers elementary–level Hindi grammar
including the rules of pronunciation, nasalizations, and the past tense. Teaches
the written Hindi alphabet, allowing students to start reading and writing Hindi
immediately. Makes the Hindi language accessible, understandable and
enjoyable. Enriched by fascinating information about the Hindi-speaking cultures
of the world, Elementary Hindi brings the language to life, whether you're
studying on your own, or in a classroom. The expert guidance in Elementary
Hindi is carefully sequenced to be the most efficient and most supportive
approach for beginners. Delacy and Joshi are two seasoned teachers of Hindi,
and their experience shines out from every page. Their knowledge will help you
succeed in your goal of learning Hindi. Available separately is the companion
Elementary Hindi Workbook, which will help you polish the lessons learned here.
The ten activities per lesson offer a range of exercises and practice opportunities
that will help you achieve proficiency in everyday, conversational Hindi. All disc
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content is alternatively accessible on tuttlepublishing.com/downloadable-content.
This is the third in the series of Hindi activity books which makes learning Hindi
fun for the child growing in an English speaking country. The focus of this book is
on teaching the basics of Hindi grammar through a series of puzzles, activities
and games. The goal, as in the other two activity books of the series, is to learn
the basic concepts through interesting activities. Teach yourself Hindi grammar
using the exercises in this book. Grammar can be a really interesting subject.
This is a comprehensive and user–friendly elementary level Hindi textbook and
language learning package. This comprehensive guide to learning the Hindi
language teaches you basic proficiency in everyday, conversational beginner
Hindi. From learning to write the Hindi alphabet and pronounce its sounds, to
using vocabulary and grammar, to communicating in dialogues, your rapidlydeveloping skills in Hindi will surprise you. No prior experience in is necessary to
learn Hindi with this book. The chapters cover many situations you'll need to
travel to India, read Hindi, write Hindi, and speak Hindi. Key features of
Elementary Hindi: The MP3 audio CD helps builds reading comprehension and
ensures correct pronunciation. Reveals real life in India through the book's
characters, Deepak and Kavitha. Covers elementary–level Hindi grammar
including the rules of pronunciation, nasalizations, and the past tense. Teaches
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the written Hindi alphabet, allowing students to immediately start reading and
writing Hindi. Makes the Hindi language accessible, understandable and
enjoyable. Enriched by fascinating information about the Hindi-speaking cultures
of the world, Elementary Hindi brings the language to life, whether you're
studying on your own, or in a classroom. The expert guidance in Elementary
Hindi is carefully sequenced to be the most effective and most supportive
approach for beginners. Delacy and Joshi are two seasoned teachers of Hindi,
and their experience shines out from every page. Their knowledge will help you
succeed in your goal of learning Hindi. Available separately is the companion
Elementary Hindi Workbook, which will help you polish the lessons learned here.
The ten activities per lesson offers a range of exercises and practice
opportunities that will help you achieve proficiency in everyday, conversational
Hindi.
"This book is intended to introduce the Punjabi Gurmukhi script to... [Englishspeaking children]." - Back cover.
This is a comprehensive and user–friendly elementary level Hindi textbook and
language learning package. This comprehensive guide to learning the Hindi
language teaches you basic proficiency in everyday, conversational beginner
Hindi. From learning to write the Hindi alphabet and pronounce its sounds, to
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using vocabulary and grammar, to communicating in dialogues, your
rapidly–developing skills in Hindi will surprise you. No prior experience is
necessary to learn Hindi with this book. The chapters cover many situations you'll
need to travel to India, read Hindi, write Hindi, and speak Hindi. Key features of
Elementary Hindi: The MP3 audio CD helps build reading comprehension and
ensures correct pronunciation. Reveals real life in India through the book's
characters, Deepak and Kavitha. Covers elementary–level Hindi grammar
including the rules of pronunciation, nasalizations, and the past tense. Teaches
the written Hindi alphabet, allowing students to start reading and writing Hindi
immediately. Makes the Hindi language accessible, understandable and
enjoyable. Enriched by fascinating information about the Hindi-speaking cultures
of the world, Elementary Hindi brings the language to life, whether you're
studying on your own, or in a classroom. The expert guidance in Elementary
Hindi is carefully sequenced to be the most efficient and most supportive
approach for beginners. Delacy and Joshi are two seasoned teachers of Hindi,
and their experience shines out from every page. Their knowledge will help you
succeed in your goal of learning Hindi. Available separately is the companion
Elementary Hindi Workbook, which will help you polish the lessons learned here.
The ten activities per lesson offer a range of exercises and practice opportunities
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that will help you achieve proficiency in everyday, conversational Hindi.
This book teaches the Tamil alphabet to someone familiar with English using a
variety of puzzles, exercises and games. The letters are introduced by a cute dog
who makes it fun to learn Tamil. Activities include coloring pictures, finding letters
in alphabet soup, finding paths in mazes, and finding matching letters. This is the
one of a series of Tamil activity books that can be used to teach yourself Tamil
and ideal for children fluent in English to learn Tamil.
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